Hands-0n
EDN's
SMTProject-Part3

C$and
surfacc-mount:
tcchnolory
Withthe partslistcompletely
converted
wewerereadyto
to SMTcomponents,
tacklethe designof ourSMTproject
pc-board
boardusinga high-end,
CAD
Whatwe learned
aboutthe
system.
features
required
to performCAD-based
to all CADsystems
SMTdesignapplies
PC-based
fromlow-end,
toolsto the most
expensive
workstations.
Lead pitcheson SMTicomponents have reached 50 mils
today and will drop to 40 or
25 mils tomorrow, so you
can't readily use tape, rubylith, and an X-acto knife to
design complex, manufacturable SMT pc boards.The fineline geometriesused on SMT
boardsmakethe useof a CAD

system almost mandatory.
Many CAD vendors claim
that their products support
SMT design, but you should
be aware that these design
tools have varying levels of
capability. Our encounter
with SMT pc-board design
demonstrates the features
you should look for in a pc-

StevenH Leibson, RegionalEditor
lllustrationby MichaelYoung

board CAD package.
Our SMT memory board, although moderatelycomplex,does
not push the limits of pc-board
fabrication or SMT assembly
processes. Nevertheless, it
allowedus to experienceand solve
many problems associatedwith
the technology. We spent extra
time and effort relaxing clearancesbetweentraces and pads on
the board to make our design as
manufacturable as possible.
Pickingout the patterns
Before sitting down at our CAD
workstation, we needed to select
the pad patterns. SMT Plus had
glven us an excellent set of patterns from the class we attended

Afterweeksol development,our pc-board
plot tape was ready
to ship to the fabricator.Our experiencesin generating
this imagehelpedus
understandwhat featuresa CADsystem
shouldhaveto facilitate SMT board
design.

(Ref 1), and we used the SOIL
pad patterns provided by that
company. We also used recommendations from a few other
sources.
AVX provided us with an application note (Ref 2) that contained
pad patterns for passivechip components. We discussedthese recommendations with John Maxwell at AVX and inspected test
boards that AVX had built to test
pad configurations for passive
SMDs. Becauseof the exhaustive
testing AVX performed on these

pad patterns,
passive-component
we decided to use AVX's recommendations for our 1206 chip capacitors and resistors.
We also received pad-pattern
recommendations from
Dr
Charles Hutchins at Texas Instruments, who agreed to help us
assembleour boards. Dr Hutchins managesTI's SMT laboratory
and supervises the company's
SIP-memory-module assembly
line. His pad recommendations
are based on experiences with
these two operations. TI's SIP
manufacturing line uses large
quantities of PLCC memory devices to build memory modules,
so based on that experience, we
decided to use Dr Hutchins's
PLCC pad patterns, which are
publishedin Ref 3.
A few of our componentswere
odd enough that none of our
sourcesoffered pad recommendations for them. These devicesincluded Molex's surface-mountable
SIMM (single-in-line memory
module) socket, Augat's Alcoswitch SMD switches, Dallas
Semiconductor'sDS1000silicon
delay line (in the SMD conversion
of an S-pin DIP), and Burndy's
pin header. Fortunately, these
products' manufacturers supplied
pad patterns for their devices in
the componentdata sheets. Having no alternatives, we adopted
the manufacturers' recommendations.
Specsfor ghostcomponents
Two critical geometries did not
come from componentspecifications but from our pc-board fabricator. We determined trace/space
widths and via sizesfor our board
through talks with the Tektronix
Printed Circuit Board Manufacturing Division. We selected Tektronix as our pc-board vendor
basedon a recommendationmade
by Cadnetix. In addition, Tektronix had already developedexpertise in working with the plot
and drill tapes generated by Cadnetix systems.
Tektronix provided our initial
design rules at a meeting held on
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November L2, 1985. Tektronix
representativessaid their process
could produceZ-mil lines but that
a 6-mil-trace/6-mil-spacerule was
more routine and that boards
using an 8-mil-trace/8-mil-space
rule are easily fabricated. We decided to use 8-mil spacingif possible to enhanceour board's manufacturability.
We also discussedminimum via
sizesat that meeting. Vias often
seem insignificant on throughhole designsbecauseholesfor the
component pins provide many of
the vias and becausethrough-hole
componentsare much larger than
vias. However,complex,multilayer SMT boardsneedlots of vias to
interconnectlayers becausethere
aren't any componentpins to do
the job. We settled on a design
using a 40-mil pad diameter and a
28-mil hole. Although we didn't
rcalize it at the time, the 40-mil
via would becomethe limiting factor for our design, preventing us
from designing a 4-layer board
and forcing us to use six layers.
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Thehierarchyof GAD-based
ddsign
you
When
design a pc board
using CAD tools, you start small
and work your way up a hierarchy. You can't draw a schematic
until you have built the files containing the descriptions of the
componentsyou'll use. On the
Cadnetix system,componentfrles
contain electrical information
about the deviceand designate an
associatedshapefile. Each shape
file includes a list of individual
pads used to build that shape. A
pad representsthe lowest, atomic
level of a component. The Cadnetix system stores component,
shape, and pad files in separate
libraries.
Although Cadnetix supplies libraries of pads, shapes,and components, we built our own files for
two reasons. First, none of the
Cadnetix pads or shapesmatched
the recommendationswe planned
to use. That doesn't mean the
Cadnetix designs won't work. It
simply meanswe preferred to use
other patterns for reasons listed

Becausehand-drawn
allowan
schematics
engineerfreedomto
drawany kind of
symbolfor a compon e n t,E D Nedi tor
SteveLeibsontook
extracaretransferring the Rampage!
schematicinto the
less-flexible
CADenv i ro n me nt.

above. In addition, some of the
componentson our board didn't
exist in the Cadnetix libraries, so
even if the Cadnetix pad patterns
had matched the recommendations we plannedto use, we would
still have built at least a few components.
As our first step, we built our
pad library containing all of the
pad designswe would needon our
board. We initially created rectangular pads for the PLCCs because that's what all the recommendations specified. Rectangular SMT pads are extremely
easy to draw on the Cadnetix
system,requiring lessthan a minute to make. However, when we
progressed to building shapes
from these pads, we ran into
problems when we tried generating PLCC patterns.

Manualeditingof the
routed
automatically
tracesenforcedthe
specialdesignrules
that SMTPlus
providedto us. As an
example,we moved
all of the tracesconnectingto the resistors so that every
trace enteredthe
pad at the same
point.The Cadnetix
autorouterdoesnot
usedi agonallines,
so we addedthem
wherewe wantedaddi ti onalclear ance
betweentraces.

At eachcorner of the PLCC, a
vertical column of pads meets a
horizontal row of similarly shaped
pads (Fig 1). If the pads are rectangular, the closestcorners of
the pads at the end of the rows
and columns come very near to
each other, closing off possible
routing channels.In the interest
of maximizing the routability and
manufacturability of the board,
we decided to round the ends of
the individual PLCC pads. That's
when we ran into a problem.
The PLCC pads we originally
built measured70x25 mils, so we
needed 25-mil diameter half-circles at each end of the pad. Although the Cadnetix pad editor
allows you to use arcs and circles

Fig l-The four-sided
PLCGpad pattern
forcedus to reconsi d e rour paddes ign .
At the intersections
of the horizontal
rowsand vertical
columnsof pads,the
cornersof rectangular padscometoo
closeto eachother
to allow us to routea
trace betweenthe
cornerpads.

to construct pads, it only accepts
arc radii in integer mils. A 25-mil
diameter pad has a 12.5mil radius, so we couldn't build exactly
the pad we wanted. We finally
settled for a 70x26 mil pad (Fig
2). The 26-milpadson 50-milleadpitch spacings left 24 mils between pads: exactly enoughroom
for one8-mil trace to run between
the pads with eight mils of clearanceon either side of the trace.
Another problem we encountered when building component
shapes was the inability of the

Cadnetix system to treat the pc
board's solder mask as a separate
layer. The system assumesthat
the soldermask starts at the edge
ofthe pads and coversthe rest of
the board. For through-hole
boards,that assumptiondoesn't
usually pose a problem. But for
our SMT project board, we
wanted the areas beneath our
1206 capacitors and resistors
clear of solder mask.
SMT Plus recommendsthis approach becausethe solder mask
can sometimesbubble, blister, or
fold during pc-board fabrication.
If a solder-maskimperfection occurs beneath a passive component, it can force the device off
the board and create an open circuit. Passivecomponentsare especially susceptibleto this manufacturing
defect
because
passive-SMD bodies sit flush
against the pc board. Active devices like transistors and ICs
avoid this problem becausethey
tend to stand up offthe board on
their leads. In addition, if any of
the solder mask encroacheson an
SMT pad, the pad becomesunsolderable, so we wanted to put
around each pad a 10-mil moat
that would be clear of solder
mask.
After severalattempts at workaround solutions to controlling
the solder mask, we abandoned
the effort and acceptedthe solder
mask created by the Cadnetix
system;we relied on Tektronix to
give us a well-controlled solder
mask, which the companydid. We
could have manually edited the
solder-masklayer generated by
the Cadnetix system after the
board was finished. However,this
post-processingstep would be invalidated every time we went
back and moved a component on
the board layout. We deemedthis
procedure more trouble than it
was worth, becausewe had selected a pc-board vendor and
knew what the vendor could accomplish.
A similar problem occurred
when we tried to frnd a way to
prevent the Cadnetix router from

placing vias beneathpassivecomponents. For pc boards that will
pass over a solder wave to solder
through-holecomponentsto the
board, you'll sometimessee manufacturing defects occur when
solder splashesup through a via
and becomestrapped beneath a
passive component. If you're
lucky, the solder createsa permanent short circuit that's easy to
find, but if your luck isn't too
good, you'll have an intermittent
short.
Passive SMDs are especially
susceptibleto this sort of manufacturing defect, again because
the componentssit flat on the
board. Cleaning systemsdon't always removesolder and other debris from beneath these SMDs.
The best solution to this problem
is to excludevias from beneathall
passiveSMDs.
On the Cadnetix system, our
solution to this problem involved
dropping small bits of trace on an
unused layer underneath each
passivecomponent.The automatic router treats these bits of trace
as barriers and will not place a
via through one. Because we
didn't plan to fabricate the layer
containingthesebits of trace, this
technique created only one side
effect: If we moved one of the
passiveSMDs, we had to remember to move the associatedviablocking bit of trace. Becausewe
usually left that otherwise-unused layer undisplayed,we often
forgot to move the associatedbit
of trace when we moveda passive
SMD. This solution also points
out the need for many additional
layers when designing SMT
boards.SMT Plus claimsyou need
15 CAD layers to design a 6Jayer
SMT board to allow for silkscreens,solderscreens,land masters, pad masters, front- and
back-side component locators,
and computer-aided-manufacturing data.
With all the preparation required to create the component,
shape, and pad libraries, schematic entry becamethe smallest
part of this project phase. The

Cadnetix schematic editor includes one feature that certainly
easedour schematicentry: buses.
Our design has six busesranging
in size from five to 20 bits. We
saved quite a lot of time because
it's much easier to route a single
20-bit bus around a schematic
than 20 individual wires. This feature was especially useful in
drawing the memory array (FiS
3); we wired the addressand data
busesto the SIP memory modules
in only a few minutes. The bus
representation also makes the
schematicmore understandable
by reducing clutter.
After entering the schematic,
we were ready to place the components on the board. A good

fig 2-We solvedthe
problem(ilP[GG-pad
lustratedin Fig | ) by
roundi n g
t he endsof
the pad, but that
forcedus to change
the pad'swidth from
25 to 26 m ils.The
Cadnetixpad editor
onl yal l owedevendiametersfor circles
and arcs.

component placement makes a
board easy to route, and a bad
placement can make a board unroutable. AST's Rampage!posed
a tough routing problem. Our design's six buses link components
all over the board, causing trace
congestionin several places. We
tried severalplacements,and one
of Cadnetix'sbenchmarkexperts,
Vinnie Magnifico, tried his hand
as well. We tested our trial placements by submitting each one to
the route engineand stopping the
routing after 10 passes.Then we
selectedthe layout with the highest percentageof completedconnections.
When we were ready to route
the traces, we encountered a
problem the Cadnetix automatic
router has with SMT boards.

nent, and then restaple the device. This limitation illustrates
that systems supporting both
through-hole and SMT design
don't necessarilyallow you to create SMT boards as easily as
Fig 3-This part of
through-holeboards.
our schematicshows
About this time, we became
the 256kx9-bi t
concerned
becausethe surfaceS IMMmodul esand
mountable
SIMM
socketshad not
the associated
arrived from Molex. We contacted
buses.Together,the
memoryaddressand the company and discoveredthat
data busesrepresent the other customer requesting
17 si gnal s,but on
this part was no longer interested
the schematicwe
in the SMD version. As a result,
drewonlytwo lines.
Molex had not createdthe tooling
The shorthandnotati onsfor the S IMM
for this product but offered to
and the buses
build us enough surface-mountaallowedus to draw
ble sockets for our project. Inthe memory-array
stead, we switched to the compaportionof the schequi
ckl
y.
ny's through-hole SIMM sockets
mati cvery
because we preferred to use a
standard product.
We submitted our final layout
to the route engine and let the
system work on the board overnight. Initially, we instructed the
route engine to complete the
board using only two signal layers. The additional layers for
power and ground would produce
a -layer pc board. When we returned the next morning, the
route engine had hit an impasse.
It had routed traces for two hours
but added no more after that
time. We retrieved our frle from
the route engine and discovered
the reason for this problem:
Those40-mil vias chokedoff all of
the routing channels.
As an experiment, we tried
routing the board with four signal
layers, which would result in a
6-layer pc board. The route engine completed the entire board
solution consumesadditional real
in less than 30 minutes. The 6estate and limits your flexibility
layer board didn't require nearly
in dropping vias where needed.
as many vias as the 4-layer verInstead, we chose to make all
power and ground connectionsto
sion. Our time was running out
because we were scheduled to
the SMDs manually. We dubbed
take our plot tape to Tektronix
this procedure "stapling," beshortly. Reluctantly, we elected
causeit affixes the componentsto
to use the 6-layer board and prothe power and ground layers and
ceededto implement someof our
makes them hard to move. If we
SMT design rules in a manual
wanted to move a stapled compocleanuppass.
nent, we had to delete the short
Most automatic routers don't
power and ground traces plus the
allow you to implement all of the
associatedvias, move the compo-

Cadnetix has a special negativelayer automatic router, which
connectsa selectednegative layer
to every pin that pierces the layer
and that's supposedto connectto
the selectednode (that is, power
or ground). That approach works
great for through-hole components, but SMDs don't have any
pins. To connect an inner layer to
an SMD on the Cadnetix system,
you must manually generate a via
and route a short trace between
that via and the SMD's pad on the
board'souter layer. The Cadnetix
automatic routers couldn't perform this task. For this reason,
Cadnetix recommendsthat you
create SMD shapes with stringers leading from the pads to vias
built into the shape. However this

SMT design rules in the route
algorithm. For example, SMT
Plus recommendsthat each pad
have only one point of entry and
that the points of entry to pads
for Z-lead componentsbe balanced.Multiple traces attachedto
an SMD pad can drain solder from
the pads during the reflow operation and in extreme cases can
removeall the solder, resulting in
an open joint. You plug this leak
by allowing only one small trace
to enter eachpad. Solderdraining
down unbalancedtraces createsa
turbulence in the molten solder
during the reflow operation that
can drag or spin a componentoff
its pads. We couldn't feed these
rules to the route engine, so we
enforcedthem manually after the
board had been routed. Perhaps
the artificial-intelligencecrowd
will take a crack at this probleni.
We also used the manual editing passto optimize somecomponent placements for ease of
assembly. That's when a
catastropheoccurred. We were
moving bypasscapacitors,which
turned out to be difficult because
bypasscapacitorswere connected
to all of the other componentson

the board via the power and
ground networks. Somewherein
tracing through these extended
networks, the route editor
bombed and the workstation
locked up, forcing us to turn off
the machine while several data
files were still open.
Later, we found out that the
crash occurred becausesomeone
had loadedupdated software into
our workstation a few days earlier. We had doneour layout with a
down-level version of the route
editor, and the new software
couldn't reliably tear up and rebuild the networks in a file created by the old route editor. The
bug would only surface during
use of the pin-swappingfeature of
the editor, but we had used that
feature.
The worst effect of this crash
becameapparent when we tried
to recover.The accidentirretrievably corrupted our routed-board
file, and we were forced to start
over again. In the heat of doing
things at the last minute, we
failed to make adequate backup
copiesof eachstep and had manually edited our original copyof the
routed board. Becausethe crash

WhatGADsystems
reallyneedfor SMTdesign
Characteristicsyou should look for in CAD systems
for SMT designsinclude l-layer pads, the ability to
place componentsin the samelocation but on opposite sides of the board, placementand routing
grids with 25-mil resolution or smaller, a wide
variety of trace widths, and the ability to create
irregular pads (not just rectanglesand circles).
Without l-layer pads, you can't route traces
under the pads on other pc-boardlayers, which
glves you more routing channelsand makes your
board easier to design. You must also have l-layer
pads, plus the ability to place componentsin the
samespot but on oppositesides of the board, if you
want to design SMT boards with cornponentson
both sides. Note that when you place a component
on the oppositeside of the board, the CAD system
must provide some method of reversing the component shape,even if that method is simply to use a
mirror-image shape you have previously created.
Although SMDs typically have 50-mil lead
pitches, you need at least a 25-mil routing grid to

route traces between those leads. We frequently
used a 5-mil grid on the Cadnetix system and could
have used a l-mil grid if it had becomenecessary.
Another routing-grid characteristic you might need
is the ability to change grids in the middle of your
work. Some areas of your board can becomecongested with traces, and a high-resolutionrouting
grid allows you to run more traces through the
samerouting channel.
You need good control over trace widths for SMT
designs. Our board uses mostly S-mil traces, but
some traces that carry power are 20 mils wide. We
experimentally determined that dimensionby
changing the trace width until we achieveda good
compromisebetween current-carrying capability
and clearances.Finally, although most of our pads
are rectangular or circular, some of the pads (like
those for our PLCCs) have irregular shapes.You
use irregularly shapedpads to optimize some SMD
shapesfor good manufacturability with a minimum
of real-estateuse.

occurredonly two days before our
trip, we went to Tektronix without a tape. The moral of this story
is don't upgrade your software
until the current project is done,
and back up your files often, on
any computersystem.
A reprieve
for the lucky
Our secondmeeting with Tektronix occurredon June 26, 1986.
The lack of a plot tape becamean
asset becauseit allowedus to reassessthe design rules we were
using. We discussedthe proper
clearancesbetweenthe traces and
the edgeof the board,the number
of etch targets to use for the
multilayer fabrication process,
the pc-board thickness tolerances, and even the proper dimensions for silk-screen lines.
However, the most important
topic we discussedwas the via
size. We explainedthat the 40-mil
via became the decisive factor
that forced us into designing a
6-layer board. Tektronix gave us
the go-aheadto use 36-mil vias
with 23-mil holes.
We also discussednomenclature targets that would help the
pc-board manufacturer align the
silk-screenwith the pads on the
pc board. Suchalignmentis critical becausesilk-screenink on an
SMT pad makesthe pad unsolderable. You don't need the nomen-

clature targets after the silkscreen is applied to the raw pc
board,sowe hid them underneath
somecomponentson our board.
Of courseno onetold us, until it
was too late, to also include solder-screentargets. Thesetargets
aid the alignment of the solder
screenwith the pc board in preparation for screeningthe solder
paste. Solder-screening
machines
provide three degreesof freedom
for solder-screenadjustment: X,
Y, and 0. Without these targets,
we found aligning the solder
screento our pc board to be a bit
tricky.
Onemoretime,please
We returned to Cadnetix for
anothertry at routing the board.
Becausewe were using a smaller
via, we again attempted to create
a A-layerpc board. Our schematic
remained intact after the crash,
so we proceededwith component
placementusing a plotted copy of
our original layout as an aid. We
threw this placement into the
route engineand left it overnight.
In the morning, the board wasn't
finished but the route enginewas
still making headway.As a hedge
against another catastrophe, we
temporarily stoppedthe 4-layer
route, ran off a quick 6-layer
board, and put it safely away.
Then we restarted the partially

pc boards
Designing
onthehighend
We used an $84,900Cadnetix CDX 50000CAD
workstation to design the EDN SMT Project
board. This system employsa 68020pP as its computation engine. A bit-slice graphics acceleratorallows the system to pan complexschematicand pcboard imagesin real time. The software bundled
into the CDX 50000includespad, shape,component, schematic,and pc-board(route) editors.
Our system communicatedover an Ethernet
LAN with several other CAD and CAE workstations, a $39,900CDX7100Sfile server, and a
$77,000CDX75000Sroute engine. The Cadnetix
route engine containsa bit-slice processordesigned
to automaticallyroute traces on pc boards. Although the CDX 50000includesan automatic router that runs on the internal 68020,the route server

acceleratespc-board routing by a factor of about 20.
In our opinion, the tools available on the
Cadnetix workstation were up to the task of creating our project board. We created the necessary
pads, shapes,and components;we were able to
place these componentson our board in a suitable
layout; and we routed the board using a combination of the automatic and manual routers at hand.
Cadnetix recently releaseda major upgrade to
its software. The companychangedits workstations' operating system to Unix and converted
all of its pc-board-designeditors to that operating
system. Also availablewith the upgrade are the
VI editor, commonto many Unix systems, and a
technicalpublicationspackagefor documenting
your designs.

complete4Jayer design and left it
in the route engine for a week.
A week's worth of routing in a
high-speedroute engine using our
8-mil-trace/8-mil-space design
rules may suggestthat the engine
doesn't work very well. In fact, a
rule enforced by the software in
the route engine was impeding
ow progress. At that time, the
route engine required that the
Fig 4-ry. caught
this photoplotting
errorjust in time.
The lowerplot shows
a normaledgeconnectoron the
board'scomponent
side,but the pads
on the upperplot are
rotated90o, thus
creatinga shorting
bar insteadof an
edgeconnectoron
the circuitsideof
the board.The error
occurredwhen
humanintervention
was requiredto
transferinformation
from the pc-board
CADdevelopment
systemto the CAD
systemat the pcboardvendor.

routing grid meet the following
restriction:
GRID SPACING>TRACE
WIDTH+SPACE WIDTH.
In our case, beeauseboth the
trace and space widths were 8
mils, we could have used a 16-mil
routing grid. However SOICs and
PLCCs with 50-mil lead pitches
don't drop onto a 16-mil routing
grid very well. We were forced to
use a 25-mil routing grid to match
the lead pitches of these components and still leave a channel to
run one trace between leads.
Routingtracesor layingtrack
At the end of the week, the
route engine continued to chug
away with 27 traees remaining to
route. We decided to manually
add those remaining traces. At
the sametime, we discoveredthat
the software engineers at Cadnetix had developed an experimental automatic router that did
not impose a routing-grid restriction, so we proposed a race. We

would manually add the missing
27 traees to our board while the
experimental router attempted a
l00Voroute using the same eomponent placement. The frrst eompleted design would go to Tektronix. We felt something like a
modern-dayJohn Henry and beat
the experimental router by one
trace in a little less than a day.
Since we used the Cadnetix system to design our pc board, the
companyhas replaced its original
automatic router with the experimental version, so we would have
a much easier time routing our
board today.
Before we sent the design to
Tektronix for fabrication, we
made two more manual editing
passes. During the frrst, we applied the special SMT design
rules we had learned to enhance
the manufacturability of our pc
board. We also used this pass to
move traces around, evening out
the spacing between them. We
felt this step would further enhancethe board's manufacturability, and besides,it looked better.
Automatic routers don't seem to
have much aesthetic sense for
trace placement.
Addingviasfor testability
During the other manual-editing pass, we added vias to make
the board L00Votestable on an
in-circuit tester. Hewlett-Packard's Manufacturing Test Division volunteered to build the test
fixture, to write the test program, and to test our assembled
boards on its ATE equipment. We
made sure that each circuit node
contained one via that a test
probe could reach. That technique ensured that our board
would be completely testable
from the back. Single-sided test
frxtures cost less, exhibit higher
reliability, and maintain signal integrity between the board and
tester better than other frxture
types (Ref 4).
With the design completed,our
next step was to generate the plot
tape for Tektronix. Although the
Cadnetix system automatically

generatesplot tapesin the industry-standard Gerber-photoplotter
format, you must first enter an
aperture list by hand. The older
Gerber photoplottersuse an aperture wheel to plot images, and
although many pc-board fabricators now use aperturelesslaser
photoplotters, pc-board data is
still exchangedin Gerber-format
files. The fundamentalproblem is
that the Gerber-format photoplot
file doesn't contain any information about the apertures, only
which aperture to use. The list
describingthe size and shape of
each aperture used (circle,
square, target, etc) is a separate
document.
Humanintervention
inviteserrors
Generatingan aperture list can
be a very error-prone task. On
the Cadnetix system, we completed a form relating various pad
names from our pad library to
aperture wheel numbers. The
systemusedthis list to createour
plot tape. Then we wrote down a
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list of the aperture wheel numbers we had used plus the shape,
size, and orientation of each pad
and later transcribed this sheet
using an IBM PC and a wordprocessingprogram. We made
two mistakesin this processthat
Tektronix caught before fabricating our board. We caught one
more error when we receivedthe
photoplotted images for approval
(Fig a).
We found little hiccupslike this
problem with the aperture list
somewhatdisconcertingin view
of all the automation brought to
bear on this project. Every time
we transferred information from
one computersystemto the next,
we were reminded of the phrase
"islandsof automation"that General Motors uses to describeurrconnectedcomputer systems. In
any event, we blessedthe second
photoplot, sat back, and waited
for our pc boards to arrive. EDx
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